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Gravitino Dark Matterin R-Parity Breaking Vaua
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AbstratWe show that in the ase of small R-parity and lepton number breaking ouplings,primordial nuleosynthesis, thermal leptogenesis and gravitino dark matter arenaturally onsistent for gravitino masses m3=2 >� 5 GeV. We present a modelwhere R-parity breaking is tied to B-L breaking, whih predits the needed smallouplings. The metastable next-to-lightest superpartile has a deay length that istypially larger than a few entimeters, with harateristi signatures at the LHC.The photon ux produed by reli gravitino deays may be part of the apparentexess in the extragalati di�use gamma-ray ux obtained from the EGRET datafor a gravitino mass m3=2 � 10 GeV. In this ase, a lear signal an be expetedfrom GLAST in the near future.
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1 IntrodutionMost supersymmetri extensions of the standard model impose R-parity [1℄ as an exatsymmetry of the supergravity Lagrangian. In this way, one forbids renormalizable baryonand lepton number violating interations whih might ause too rapid proton deay [2℄.On theoretial grounds, however, theories with and without R-parity are on the samefooting, and in low-energy e�etive theories obtained from string ompati�ations R-parity plays no preferred role.One an also onstrut supersymmetri extensions of the standard model withoutR-parity [3℄, and the phenomenologial onstraints on these theories have been studiedin great detail [4℄. Without R-parity onservation, the lightest superpartile (LSP) is nolonger stable and, in general, it does not ontribute to dark matter.Stringent onstraints on the lepton number and R-parity violating interationsW�L=1 = �ikjliejlk + �0kjidiqjlk (1)are imposed by baryogenesis. Both operators ontain lepton doublets. Together withsphaleron proesses they therefore inuene the baryon asymmetry at high temperaturein the early universe. The requirement that an existing baryon asymmetry is not erasedbefore the eletroweak transition typially implies [5℄� ; �0 < 10�7 : (2)It is very remarkable that for suh a small breaking of R-parity a gravitino LSP has alifetime muh longer than the age of the universe [6℄. This is due to the double suppressionby the inverse Plank mass and the R-parity breaking oupling, �3=2 / �2m33=2=MP2. We�nd for the gravitino lifetime�3=2 � 1026s  �10�7!�2 � m3=210 GeV��3 ; (3)whih is onsistent with gravitino dark matter.For a gravitino LSP, the properties of the next-to-lightest superpartile (NLSP) arestrongly onstrained by primordial nuleosynthesis (BBN). In the partiularly interestingase of a harged NLSP, like a salar � -lepton, its lifetime has to be relatively short,�NLSP <� 103 � 104 s [7℄1, whih typially requires m3=2 < 1 GeV. Even for neutralpartiles, BBN exludes a neutralino NLSP for lifetimes longer than 102 s due to the1See also [8℄. Here, we onsider mNLSP = O(100 GeV). For a heavier harged NLSP, mNLSP >O(1 TeV), the bound on the lifetime beomes even more stringent (f. [9℄). We do not onsider a late timeentropy prodution in this paper, whih is an another possible way to avoid these BBN onstraints [10℄.2



strong onstraints from hadroni showers [9℄. Only a sneutrino NLSP ould be marginallyaeptable also with longer lifetimes, and therefore larger gravitino mass, in the regionwhere the hadroni branhing ratio of the deay is below 10�3 [11℄.On the other hand, standard thermal leptogenesis [12℄, an attrative model for baryo-genesis, needs a large reheating temperature in the early universe, TR >� 109 GeV(f. [13,14℄). This reheating temperature implies m3=2 >� 5 GeV for a gluino mass ofm~g = 500 GeV in order to avoid overlosure of the universe due to thermal gravitinoprodution [15,16℄2. The lower bound on the gravitino mass sales as mmin3=2 � TRm2~g.All these osmologial problems are automatially solved without any �ne tuningof parameters in the ase of a small breaking of R-parity, as given in Eq. (2), with agravitino LSP. The NLSP lifetime beomes suÆiently short for �; �0 > 10�14,�NLSP ' 103s �10�14!�2 � mNLSP100 GeV��1 : (4)Therefore, primordial nuleosynthesis, thermal leptogenesis and gravitino dark matterare naturally onsistent for 10�14 < �; �0 < 10�7 and m3=2 >� 5 GeV. This is the mainpoint of this paper.The paper is organised as follows. In Se. 2 we present a model where R-paritybreaking is tied to B-L breaking, yielding the needed small R-parity breaking ouplings.Se. 3 deals with onstraints from neutrino masses. Se. 4 deals with impliations forosmology and ollider physis. The results are disussed in Se. 5.2 R-Parity Breaking and B-L Breaking2.1 A Model of R-Parity BreakingWe onsider a supersymmetri extension of the standard model whose symmetry groupG inludes U(1)B�L and R-invariane,G = SU(3)� SU(2)� U(1)Y � U(1)B�L � U(1)R : (5)Three quark-lepton generations an be grouped into the SU(5) representations 10i =(q; u; e)i, �5i = (d; l)i and 1 = �i , whih together form 16-plets of SO(10). In addition,we have two Higgs doubletsHu andHd, two standard model singletsN  and N , and three2We use the perturbative result for the gravitino prodution rate to leading order in the strong gaugeoupling g. Sine g and also the thermal gluon mass are large, the perturbative expansion is problemati[15℄. The unertainty due to higher orders in g and nonperturbative e�ets is O(1). Possible e�ets dueto thermal masses are also O(1) [17℄. 3



SO(10) singlets X, � and Z. The two Higgs doublets are ontained in 5- and �5-plets ofSU(5), whih we shall also denote as Hu and Hd, respetively. N  and N are ontainedin 16 and �16 of SO(10), whih �xes their B-L harge to be +1 and �1, respetively. X,� and Z have B-L harge zero. This set of �elds is familiar from SO(10) orbifold GUTs(f. [18℄): matter �elds form omplete SO(10) representations, whereas �elds whih breakSU(2)� U(1)Y and U(1)B�L appear as `split' multiplets. For simpliity, we shall use inthe following often SU(5) notation also for the Higgs multiplets.The matter setor of the superpotential has the usual formWM = h(u)ij 10i10jHu + h(d)ij �5i10jHd + h(�)ij �5i1jHd + 1MPh(n)ij 1i1jN2 ; (6)where MP = 2:4 � 1018 GeV is the Plank mass. The expetation values of the Higgsmultiplets Hu and Hd generate Dira masses of quarks and leptons, whereas the expe-tation value of the singlet Higgs �eld N generates the Majorana mass matrix of theright-handed neutrinos 1i. The superpotential responsible for B-L breaking is hosen asWB�L = X(NN  � �2) ; (7)where unknown Yukawa ouplings have been set equal to one. � plays the role of aspetator �eld, whih will �nally be replaed by its expetation value, h�i = vB�L.Similarly, Z is a spetator �eld 3, whih breaks supersymmetry and U(1)R, hZi = FZ��.The superpotential in Eqs. (6) and (7) is the most general one onsistent with theR-harges listed in Table 1, up to higher order terms whih we will disuss later. Notethat the hoie of a negative R-harge for N  forbids the dangerous superpotential terms�5iHdN  ; �5i�5j10kN  ; (8)whih would yield too large bilinear mixings and too rapid proton deay, respetively.The expetation value of � leads to the breaking of B � L,hNi = hN i = h�i = vB�L ; (9)where the �rst equality is a onsequene of the U(1)B�L D-term. This generates a Ma-jorana mass matrix M for the right-handed neutrinos with three large eigenvalues, withM1 < M2 < M3. If the largest eigenvalue of h(n) is O(1), one has M3 ' v2B�L=MP.The heavy Majorana neutrinos an be integrated out yielding for the matter part of thesuperpotentialWM = h(u)ij 10i10jHu + h(d)ij �5i10jHd � 12(h(�) 1Mh(�)T )ij(�5iHu)(�5jHu) ; (10)with the familiar dimension-5 seesaw operator for light neutrino masses.3For simpliity, we use a spetator hiral super�eld to desribe supersymmetry breaking. The �eld Zis not essential for the onnetion between R-parity breaking and B-L breaking disussed in this setion.4



10i 5�i 1i Hu Hd N N  � X ZR 1 1 1 0 0 0 -2 -1 4 0Table 1: R-harges of matter �elds, Higgs �elds and SO(10) singlets.Sine the �eld � arries R-harge �1, the VEV h�i breaks R-parity, whih is on-served by the VEV hZi. Thus, the breaking of B-L is tied to the breaking of R-parity.This is the key feature of the mehanism for R-parity breaking presented in this pa-per4. The breaking of R-parity is transmitted to the low-energy degrees of freedom viahigher-dimensional operators in the superpotential and the K�ahler potential. The leadingorretion to the K�ahler potential isÆK1 = 1MP3 (aiZy + a0iZ)�yN �5iHu + 1MP3 (iZy + 0iZ)�N y�5iHu + h:: : (11)Replaing the spetator �elds Z and �, as well as N  by their expetation values, oneobtains the orretion to the superpotentialÆW1 = �i��5iHu ; (12)with �i = O(m3=2) ; � = v2B�LMP2 ' M3MP ; (13)where m3=2 = FZ=(p3MP) is the gravitino mass. Note that � an be inreased ordereased by an appropriate hoie of Yukawa ouplings in Eqs. (6) and (7). Eq. (12) isthe familiar bilinear R-parity breaking term [3℄. The orretion to the K�ahler potentialÆK0 = kMPZyHdHu + h:: (14)yields the orresponding R-parity onserving term [21℄ÆW0 = �HdHu ; � = O(m3=2) : (15)Note that � and �i are generated by operators of di�erent mass dimension. Hene, theirvalues may easily di�er by one or two orders of magnitude, allowing for � > �i; m3=2 anda gravitino LSP.To analyse the omplete superpotential inluding the R-symmetry breaking terms,it is onvenient to perform a rotation of the Higgs and lepton super�elds,Hd = H 0d � �il0i ; li = l0i + �iH 0d ; (16)4For a reent disussion of the onnetion between B-L breaking and R-parity breaking in the ontextof string ompati�ations, see [19,20℄. 5



where �i = �i�=�. In terms of the new �elds the superpotential readsW = WM + ÆW0 + ÆW1= �H 0dHu + h(u)ij qiujHu + h(d)ij diqjH 0d + h(e)ij l0iejH 0d (17)��kh(d)ij diqjl0k � �kh(e)ij l0iejl0k � 12(h(�) 1Mh(�)T )ij(l0iHu)(l0jHu) +O(�2; �m�) :The mixing of Higgs and lepton super�elds has indued trilinear R-parity breaking termsO(�). As we will disuss in Se. 3, the mixing terms indue vauum expetation valuesfor the salar neutrinos that in turn indue mixing terms O(�) of neutrinos with theneutralinos, and neutrino masses suppressed by O(�2).It is remarkable that the potentially dangerous operator leading to proton deayis strongly suppressed ompared to the trilinear terms O(�) in Eq. (17). The leadingoperator is ÆW2 = 1MP5uddN �3X : (18)For global supersymmetry one has hXi = 0, whih in supergravity is modi�ed to hXi =O(m3=2) 5. One then obtainsÆW2 / m3=2v4B�LMP5 udd + : : : : (19)For �; �0 satisfying Eq. (2), the oeÆient of the dangerous dimension-4 �B = 1 operatoris muh smaller than the upper bound from the proton lifetime [4℄.2.2 Sale of B-L breaking and Thermal LeptogenesisThe phenomenologial viability of the model depends on the size of R-parity breakingmixings �i and therefore on the sale vB�L of R-parity breaking. An important onstraintomes from baryogenesis. As already disussed in the introdution, the potential washoutof a baryon asymmetry before the eletroweak phase transition is avoided if the R-parityviolating Yukawa ouplings satisfy �ijk; �0ijk <� 10�7, whih in turn implies:� �i10�6� tan�10 ! <� 1 : (20)This is a suÆient ondition, whih an be relaxed for some avour strutures [5℄.As an illustration for possible sales of B-L breaking we use a model [22℄ for quarkand lepton mass hierarhies based on a Froggatt-Nielsen U(1) avour symmetry. The5The VEV hXi = O(m3=2) also auses an additional ontribution to the bilinear term via ÆW =(1=MP3)X�N�5iHu, whih is omparable to those from ÆK1.6



 i 103 102 101 5�3 5�2 5�1 13 12 11 Hu Hd � X ZQi 0 1 2 a a a+1 b  d 0 0 0 0 0Table 2: Chiral harges: a = 0 or 1, and 0 � b �  � d.mass hierarhy is generated by the expetation value of a singlet �eld � with hargeQ� = �1 via nonrenormalizable interations with a sale � = h�i=� > �GUT , � ' 0:06.Yukawa ouplings and bilinear terms for SU(5) multiplets  i with harge Qi sale likehij / �Qi+Qj ; �i / �Qi : (21)Charges Qi desribing qualitatively the observed quark and lepton masses and mixingsare listed in Table 2. The model also predits the observed baryon asymmetry via lepto-genesis for the ases where a + d = 2. There are two, at low energies indistinguishable,onsistent sales of B-L breaking: M3 � 1015 GeV (a = b = 0,  = 1, d = 2) andM3 � 1012 GeV (b =  = 0, a = d = 1). For �i=� = 1:0 : : : 0:01 these two ases lead tothe R-parity breaking mixing parameters (f. Eq. (13))(I) �i�Qi = 10�3 : : : 10�5 ; (II) �i�Qi = 10�6 : : : 10�8 : (22)In the extreme ase M3 � M2 � M1 � 1010 GeV without Froggatt-Nielsen symmetry,where leptogenesis may still work for an appropriate enhanement of the CP asymmetry,one has (III) �i = 10�8 : : : 10�10 : (23)In the avour models (I) and (II) the RPV mixings �i are suppressed by �Qi. As we shallsee in the following setion, model (I) is inonsistent with the onstraints from neutrinomasses and baryogenesis washout; the models (II) and (III) are onsistent with bothonstraints.The expeted mass sale of right-handed neutrinos depends on the mehanism whihbreaks B-L. The expetation value of a �eld with lepton number L = 2 an generateheavy Majorana masses via renormalizable Yukawa ouplings. With B-L broken at theGUT sale, and for Yukawa oupling O(1) for the third family, one then obtains theanonial result M3 � vB�L � 1015 GeV. On the other hand, if right-handed neutrinomasses are generated via a nonrenormalizable dimension-5 operator and the expetationvalue of a �eld with L = 1, as in Eq. (6), one has instead M3 � v2B�L=MP � 1012 GeV.This illustrates how the two mass sales for M3, whih orrespond to the two ases (I)and (II), respetively, might be obtained. 7



3 Neutrino MassesThe model we are onsidering generates after supersymmetry breaking bilinear R-parityviolating terms, Eq. (12), and tiny R-parity violating Yukawa ouplings, Eq. (19), thatwe neglet in what follows. Senarios with just bilinear R-parity violation have beenthoroughly studied in the literature [23℄. Here, we will limit ourselves to estimate thesize of neutrino masses, following losely [24℄.At the high-energy sale, the soft SUSY breaking Lagrangian reads�Lsoft = m2HdjHdj2+m2Hu jHuj2+m2lij~lij2+(BHdHu+Bi~liHu+m2liHd~liH�d+h::)+::: (24)For the omputation of neutrino masses we �nd onvenient to work in the basis wherethe R-parity violating bilinear ouplings in the superpotential are rotated away, �i = 0,through the �eld rede�nition Eq. (16). This hoie of basis has the advantage that onethe basis has been �xed at the high energy sale, the ondition �i = 0 holds at anysale, and it is not neessary to rede�ne the basis again at low energies. We also hoosethe phases of the lepton doublets suh that the �i are real. In this basis the soft SUSYbreaking Lagrangian is given by�Lsoft = m2H0djH 0dj2+m2HujHuj2+m2l0ij~l0ij2+(B0H 0dHu+B0i~l0iHu+m2l0iH0d~l0iH 0d�+h::)+::: (25)where m2H0d = m2Hd + �iRe(m2liHd) +O(j�ij2) ;m2l0i = m2li � �iRe(m2liHd) +O(j�ij2) ;B0 = B +Bi�i ;B0i = Bi �B�i ;m2l0iH0d = m2liHd + �i(m2li �m2Hd) +O(j�ij2) : (26)Minimisation of the salar potential yields non-vanishing vauum expetation values forthe neutral omponents of the Higgs doublets, as well as for the sneutrinos,h~� 0ii = B0i tan � +m2l0iH0dm2l0i � 12M2Z os 2� hH 0di ; v2� = 3Xi=1h~� 0ii2 : (27)These vauum expetation values indue mixings between neutrinos and gauginos, givingrise to one non-vanishing neutrino mass through an \eletroweak" seesaw mehanism.The resulting neutrino mass is m6Rp� = 12g2Zv2� 4X�=1 j~z�j2m�0� ; (28)8



where gZ is the Z-boson gauge oupling, m�0� are the neutralino masses and ~z� is theZino omponent of the neutralino �0�. In the following estimates we will replae the sumover inverse neutralino masses by the inverse of the harateristi SUSY breaking sale,1=fm.The size of the neutrino masses depends ruially on the mehanism for supersym-metry breaking. Generially, one expetsB0i � �ifm � �ifm2; m2l0iH0d = �ifm2 : (29)Then, using Eqs. (27) and (28) we �nd for �1; �2 � �3,m6Rp� � 10�4eV � �310�7�2  fm200GeV!�1 : (30)We an now insert the values of �3 for the di�erent avour models onsidered in theprevious setion. Clearly, model (I), whih has a high sale of B-L breaking, is exluded.In models (II) and (III) one has �3 < 10�7 and �3 < 10�8, respetively. Here the neutrinomass terms indued by R-parity breaking are negligible and the baryogenesis onstraint,Eq. (20), is ful�lled for all values of tan�.4 Cosmology and Collider Physis4.1 Gravitino DeaySine R-parity is broken, the gravitino is no more stable in our setting, but it still hasa lifetime muh longer than the age of the universe, sine it is suppressed both by thePlank mass and the small R-parity breaking parameters.The two-body deay is determined by the mixing of the neutralinos with the neutri-nos. Negleting the small neutrino masses, one has [6℄�( 3=2 ! �) = 132� jU~�j2m33=2MP2 : (31)The photino-neutrino mixing an be approximated by (f. Eq. (27))jU~�j ' gz ����� 4X�=1 ~��~z� v�m�0� ����� � 10�8 � �310�7� fm200 GeV!�1 ; (32)for �1; �2 � �3, where we made the rough estimate 0:1=fm for the weighted sum of neu-tralino masses and the oupling, taking into aount that not all mixings an be maximal.Using MP = 2:4� 1018 GeV, one obtains for the gravitino lifetime [6℄� 2�body3=2 ' 4� 1027s� �310�7��2  fm200 GeV!2 � m3=210 GeV��3 : (33)9



The three-body deay is usually subdominant due to the phase-spae and interme-diate heavy partile suppression. For the deay with intermediate heavy ~�R, negletingall external masses in the phase spae fator, we �nd�( 3=2 ! �Rlilj) = j�ij3j23(32)2�3m33=2M2P F  m~�Rm3=2! ; (34)where F (�) = Z 10 dx x4(1� x)(1� x� �2)2 ' 130�4 : (35)The full expression has been obtained in [25℄.In the ase where only bilinear R-parity breaking is present, the �ijk ouplings aregenerated from the Yukawa ouplings as�ijk = �ih(e)jk : (36)Then the inverse partial width for the three-body deay,�( 3=2 ! �Rlilj)�1 ' 2� 1037s� �210�7��2  tan �10 !�2  fm200 GeV!4 � m3=210 GeV��7 ; (37)is muh larger than the lifetime determined from the two-body deay, Eq. (33), as longas the mixing between photino and neutrino is not unnaturally suppressed.4.2 Extragalati Di�use Gamma-Ray EmissionA stringent astrophysial onstraint for deaying gravitino dark matter is the mea-sured gamma-ray ux [6℄. Assuming that the gravitino onstitutes the dominantomponent of dark matter, its deay into neutrino and photon gives rise to anextragalati di�use gamma-ray ux with a harateristi energy spetrum, or-responding to a red shifted monohromati line. A photon with measured en-ergy E = m3=2=(2(1 + z)) has been emitted at the omoving distane �(z), withd�=dz = (1 + z)�3=2=(a0H0q
M(1 + �(1 + z)�3)). Here a0 and H0 are the present salefator and Hubble parameter, respetively, and � = 
�=
M ' 3, with 
� + 
M = 1,assuming a at universe. For the photon ux one obtains, for �3=2 � H�10 ,E2dJegdE = C 0�1 + � 2Em3=2!31A�1=2  2Em3=2!5=2 �  1� 2Em3=2! ; (38)with C = 
3=2�8��3=2H0
1=2M = 10�7 (m2str s)�1GeV� �3=21028s��1 ; (39)10



here �3=2 is given by Eq. (33), and we have taken the gravitino density equal to the ColdDark Matter density as 
3=2h2 = 0:1, � = 1:05 h2 � 10�5GeVm�3, 
M = 0:25 andH0 = h 100 km s�1 Mp�1 with h = 0:73 [26℄.In addition to the extragalati signal one also expets a sharp line from the haloof our galaxy with an intensity omparable to the extragalati signal and stronganisotropy [27℄. We have in fat from the deay of halo gravitinosE2dJhalodE = D Æ  1� 2Em3=2! ; (40)where D = CH0
1=2M
3=2� Zl:o:s: �halo(~l)d~l : (41)The ratioD=C is given only by osmologial onstants and the halo dark matter densityintegrated along the line of sight, so the intensity and angular distribution of the halosignal is very sensitive to the distribution of the dark matter in the Milky Way. It issurprising that for typial halo models, suh number is of order unity [27℄ and showsmoderate angular dependene if one exludes the galati entre region. The anisotropipart of the halo signal may be partially hidden in the di�use galati -ray emission dueto onventional astrophysial proesses. We expet therefore the isotropi signal in theextragalati -ray ux to be a ombination of both the ontinuum spetrum in Eq. (38)and part of the halo line in Eq. (40).Assuming that one understands the di�use galati -ray ux, one an extrat fromthe EGRET data the extragalati di�use omponent. The �rst analysis of Sreekumaret al. [28℄ gave an extragalati ux desribed by the power lawE2 dJdE = 1:37� 10�6 � E1 GeV��0:1 (m2str s)�1GeV (42)in the energy range 50 MeV{10 GeV. A non-observation of a -ray line an then be usedto onstrain the allowed gravitino mass and lifetime [6℄. Assuming the gravitinos to makeup all the Cold Dark Matter density, and taking a 3� upper bound on the ux above 100MeV orresponding to 2:23 � 10�6(m2str s)�1GeV [28℄, we an have diretly a roughbound on the gravitino lifetime from C as�3=2 >� 4� 1026s : (43)The more reent analysis of the EGRET data [29℄ shows in the 50 MeV { 2 GeV rangea power law behaviour, but a lear exess between 2 GeV and 10 GeV. The maximalux allowed by the data taking into aount the model dependene and systematierrors is not very far from the one obtained in the old analysis, in fat the integrated11



ux between 0.1-10 GeV is given as (11:1 � 0:1) � 10�6m�2 str�1 s�1 ompared to(14:5� 0:5)� 10�6m�2 str�1 s�1 [29℄.This is preisely the energy range where, based on our lower bound on the gravitinomass of 5 GeV, one may expet a gravitino signal. It is very remarkable that also themeasured ux orresponds to the expetation of the model for R-parity and B-L breakingdisussed in Se. 2 as an be seen from the bound Eq. (43). On the other hand we wouldexpet also an anisotropi ux from the halo omponent that EGRET does not resolveprobably due to the galati bakground, whih is an order of magnitude larger than theextrated extragalati signal.The exess in the extragalati -ray ux above 2 GeV from the EGRET data [29℄has also been related to the annihilation of heavy neutralinos in the galati halo [30℄.Due to the urrent limitations in the determination of the di�use galati -ray emission[31℄ theoretial interpretations of the EGRET exess remain unertain at present. Clari�-ation an be expeted from the Gamma Ray Large Area Spae Telesope (GLAST) [32℄,to be launhed this fall, that aims to improve by a fator 30{50 the sensitivity of theEGRET satellite to the di�use gamma ray ux in the range 20 MeV{10 GeV.Another onstraint omes from the neutrino ux. In the energy range of interest,from about 1 GeV to 1 TeV, the extraterrestrial neutrino ux is onstrained by theux of upward-going muons measured by the IMB experiment, that does not show anydisrepany with respet to the expeted neutrino ux from osmi ray interationsin the atmosphere. The requirement that the neutrino ux from gravitino deay doesnot exeed the observed ux, translates into a lower bound on the gravitino lifetime,whih is roughly �3=2 >� 6 � 1024 s for m3=2 = 1 TeV, and beomes weaker for smallergravitino masses [33℄. This bound is learly onsistent with a signal in the EGRET data,as disussed above.4.3 Collider SignaturesThe ollider signatures depend on the nature of the NLSP. Here we onsider the asesthat the NLSP is the lightest stau or the lightest neutralino.The lightest stau, that we assume mainly right-handed, deays through e�R !� ��; � �� . On the other hand, the small left-handed omponent of the stau mass eigen-state an trigger a deay into two jets through e�L ! bt, provided the proess is kine-matially open. The hadroni deays are enhaned ompared to the leptoni deays bythe larger bottom Yukawa oupling and by the olour fator, but are usually suppressedby the small left-right mixing.If the leptoni deay hannel is the dominant mode, the deay length an be approx-12



imated by � lep~� � 30 m� m~�200GeV��1 � �210�7��2  tan �10 !�2 : (44)It is intriguing that the suÆient ondition to avoid the erasure of the baryon asymmetry,Eq. (20), implies the observation of a displaed stau vertex at future olliders, more than3mm away from the beam axis for �2 < 10�6. In the partiular ase of the avour model(II) disussed in Se. 2.2, �2 � 6 � 10�8, one has a spetaular signal onsisting on aheavily ionising harged trak of length � 0:8 m, followed by a muon trak or a jet andmissing energy, orresponding to e� ! ��� or e� ! ���, respetively.If the hadroni hannel e�L ! bt is the dominant mode, the deay length is given by�had~� � 1:4 m� m~�200GeV��1 � �310�7��2  tan�10 !�2  os ��0:1 !�2 ; (45)where �� denotes the mixing angle of the staus. This hannel also yields a very uniquesignature at olliders, onsisting of a heavily ionising harged trak followed by two jets.These harateristi signatures would allow to distinguish at olliders our senariofrom the ase with onserved R-parity where the deay ~� !  3=2� leads to (f. [34℄)� 3=2~� � 40 m� m3=21 keV�2 � m~�200 GeV��5 : (46)Hene, for a gravitino mass m3=2 <� O(10 keV), the deay length of the lightest stauis shorter than O(10 m), and would therefore deay inside the detetor into tau andgravitino. The experimental signature for this proess would be idential to the deaye� ! ���. However, the senario with R-parity violation also predits the deay e� ! ��� ,with very similar branhing ratio due to SU(2) invariane. Although this signature ouldbe mimiked by a senario with onserved R-parity if lepton avour is violated, throughthe deay e� ! � 3=2, large branhing ratios are preluded from present bounds onavour violation [35℄. In onsequene, the observation of a omparable number of tauand muon events in stau deays would onstitute a signature for the senario with R-parity violation. Also, the observation of a stau deaying into two jets would undoubtedlypoint to the senario with R-parity violation.On the other hand, if the lightest neutralino is the NLSP, it deays through �01 !��W� [36℄, or through �01 ! b b � [37℄ if the former deay hannel is kinematiallylosed. The orresponding deay lengths an be approximated by� 2�body�01 � 20 m� m�01200 GeV��3 � �310�7��2  tan�10 !2 ; (47)� 3�body�01 � 600 m� me�L300 GeV�4 � m�01200 GeV��5 � �310�7��2  tan�10 !�2 : (48)13



Again, this senario an be easily disriminated at future olliders from the senariowith onserved R-parity. In this ase, the neutralino deays into gravitino and photon[38℄ with deay length � 3=2�01 � 80 m� m3=21 keV�2 � m�01200 GeV��5 : (49)For a gravitino mass m3=2 <� O(10 keV) the neutralino would deay inside the detetorproduing an energeti photon and missing energy, whih is learly distinguishable fromthe signals in the R-parity violating senario that in general involve jets.4.4 Mirosopi Determination of the Plank MassReently, a method has been proposed for the mirosopi determination of the Plankmass in ollider experiments [34℄, providing a diret test of supergravity. The methodrequires a very long lived stau NLSP whih deays mostly into tau and gravitino, whihis diÆult to reonile with reent onstraints from BBN [7,9℄, unless there is a late{timeentropy prodution [10℄. In the piture proposed in this letter, where primordial nule-osynthesis, thermal leptogenesis and dark matter are naturally onsistent, this methodannot be pursued, as the stau deays predominantly in the R-parity violating hannelinto harged lepton and neutrino.Nevertheless, from a gravitino signal in the di�use -ray ux and the width for thestau deay into two jets, one an still obtain a mirosopi estimate of the Plank mass.The gravitino mass is given by the maximal energy of the photon, m3=2 = 2E, and thegravitino lifetime an be determined from the photon ux, Eqs. (38,40). Then, using theexpression for the gravitino deay rate, Eq. (31), one an rewrite the Plank mass interms of the gravitino mass, lifetime and photino-neutrino mixing asMP =  m33=2�3=232� !1=2 jU~�j= 2:5� 1018 GeV� m3=210 GeV�3=2 � �3=24� 1027 s�1=2  jU~� j10�8 ! (50)where jU~�j is related to the deay rate of the stau into two jets6. We an ast thedependene on the deay rate as a dependene on the deay length of the stau in thishannel, yieldingjU~�j2 ' 10�16  �had~�1:4m!�1  fm200GeV!�3  tan�10 !2  os ��0:1 !2 : (51)6Note that the deay rate of the stau into leptons depends on �2 whereas jU~� j depends on thesneutrino VEV and therefore mainly on �3 for the hierarhial ase.14



The measurement of the deay length of the stau in the hadroni hannel, om-plemented with additional information about supersymmetry breaking parameters, anprovide a determination of jU~�j. The measurement of the photon energy and the photonux in the di�use -ray bakground then gives the gravitino mass and lifetime and, usingEq. (50), an estimate of the Plank mass.5 ConlusionsOn theoretial grounds, theories with and without R-parity are on equal footing. In thispaper we have presented a simple model where R-parity is not onserved and its violationis onneted to the sale of B-L breaking. One an then have R-parity violating ouplingsthat are small enough to be onsistent with baryogenesis and gravitino dark matter, yetlarge enough to allow for the NLSP deay before nuleosynthesis. For gravitino massesabove 5 GeV one obtains a osmologial history onsistent with thermal leptogenesis,thermally produed gravitino dark matter and primordial nuleosynthesis.Reli gravitino deays into neutrino and photon yield a di�use halo and extragalati-ray ux whih depends on the R-parity violating Yukawa ouplings. It is remarkablethat for a gravitino mass m3=2 = O(10) GeV, the predited photon ux ould be partof the apparent exess in the extragalati di�use -ray ux obtained from the EGRETdata. However, given the urrent unertainties in the determination of the di�use galati-ray emission, this onsisteny may be aidental. Unequivoal evidene for deayinggravitino dark matter ould ome from the results of GLAST.The avour dependent pattern of R-parity breaking an give striking signatures atthe LHC, in partiular a vertex of the NLSP, that is signi�antly displaed from thebeam axis. Together with the measurement of supersymmetry breaking parameters atthe LHC, the observation of a redshifted photon spetral line from gravitino deay byGLAST an allow a mirosopi determination of the Plank mass. In the less optimistiase where the R-parity breaking Yukawa ouplings are near to their lower bound, astro-physial detetion will be very hallenging whereas signals hinting at R-parity breakingand gravitino dark matter ould still ome from stau deays, as in the ase of R-parityonservation.AknowledgementsWe are grateful to G. Heinzelmann and J. Ripken for valuable disussions on the di�use-ray bakground, and to Satoshi Shirai. L. C. aknowledges the support of the \Impuls-15
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